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Galerie Robillard
The illustration art gallery



Through its various activities, the 
gallery thus carries illustration beyond 
the borders of the book: permanent 
collection of illustrations from a 
selection of artists, traveling exhibi-
tions, exhibition-sales events … The 
gallery is aimed at individuals and 
professionals, for a pleasure always 
shared!

We have met, right ?
Galerie Robillard is…

… an adventure that began in 2004! 
Since its inception, the gallery has 
consistently promoted children’s illus-
tration as an art in its own right. How? 
By choosing to introduce the public, 
young and old, to the original works 
hidden behind illustrated books. 



over 50 illustrators 
represented
over 1,500 artworks 
to discover
over 30 techniques 
to observe

Illustrations for sale
A demanding selection

Paintings, drawings, collages, engravings… 
all await you, for every budgets. For a 
birth gift, a birthday or to start a large 
collection, come visit us by appointment 
or order directly from our online store. 
(galerierobillard.com).



over 40 openings
organized
over 700 bottles
opened
over 1,200 artworks
sold

Exhibitions-sales
Unique events

The gallery regularly organizes sales 
exhibitions, monographic or thematic, in 
spaces rented for the occasion. It thus 
promotes the work of young illustrators 
as well as established artists, French and 
international. Find our agenda online or 
subscribe to our newsletter.



over 190 trunks
manufactured
over 1,700 trucks 
chartered
over 15 countries 
delivered worldwide

Exhibitions to rent
A catalog dedicated to professionals

The gallery offers for rental more than 
50 exhibitions to travel in France and 
abroad, in libraries, art centers, schools, 
fairs … Ready to hang and suitable for 
all audiences, the exhibitions allow you 
to dive into the universe of your favorite 
illustrators. 



A preview of our funds…
Become a collector !

Tom Haugomat, giclee print, 75€ Federica Del Proposto, felt pen, 80€

Julia Chausson, woodcut, 90€ Pierre Mornet, giclee print, 150€



Fanny Ducassé, markers, 250€ Clémence Pollet, gouache, 300€

Fleur Oury, markers, 380€Marion Arbona, pencil & gouache, 360€



 
Martin Jarrie, acrylique, 650€

Quentin Gréban, watercolour, 1200€ Rébecca Dautremer, gouache, 5000€

Olivier Desvaux, oil, 850€

Complete catalog at www.galerierobillard.com/en/artworks-on-sale/



Offices / Show-room
106 rue de la Folie Méricourt
75011 Paris 
On appointment from monday to 
friday / www.galerierobillard.com

Exhibition space
38 rue de Malte
75011 Paris
Only open during temporary exhibi-
tions (4 times per year)

Press contact 
Laetitia Le Moine
laetitia@galerierobillard.com
+33 (0)6 12 46 38 00


